On the potential for regolith control of fluvial terrace formation in semi-arid escarpments
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Abstract

Cut-fill terraces occur throughout the western Andes where they have been associated with pluvial episodes on the Altiplano. The mechanism relating increased rainfall to sedimentation is however not well understood. Here, we apply a hillslope sediment model and reported cosmogenic nuclide concentrations in terraces to examine terrace formation in semi-arid escarpment environments. We focus on the Rio Pisco system in western Peru in order to determine probable hillslope processes and sediment transport conditions during phases of terrace formation. Specifically, we model steady state and transient hillslope responses to increased precipitation rates. The measured terrace distribution and reconstructed sediment loads measured for the Rio Pisco agree with the transient model predictions, suggesting strong climatic control on the cut-fill sequences in western Peru primarily through large variations in sediment load. Our model suggests that the ultimate control for these terraces is the availability of sediment on the hillslopes with hillslope stripping supplying large sediment loads early in wet periods. At the Rio Pisco, this is manifest as an approximately 4× increase in erosion rates during pluvial periods. We suggest that this mechanism may also control terrace occurrence in other semi-arid escarpment settings.

1 Introduction

High elevation plateaus are commonly associated with either passive margins (e.g. Africa, Sri Lanka, Australia) or large convergent mountain systems (e.g. Himalaya, Andes). In either case, erosion on the plateau edge leads to the formation of rapidly eroding escarpments adjacent to the more slowly eroding plateaus (e.g. Seidl et al., 1996; Weisell and Seidl, 1997; Matmon et al., 2002; van der Beek et al., 2002; von Blanckenburg et al., 2004; Kober et al., 2006; Vanacker et al., 2007). In this paper, we suggest that weathering is a dominant control on escarpment rivers as it is responsible for the production of sediment through the formation of regolith. The antiquity of most
of these plateaus suggests that they erode through parallel retreat (e.g., Schlunegger et al., 2006) with somewhat constant topographic profiles. These large topographic gradients often result in orographic precipitation on the escarpment (e.g. Bookhagen and Strecker, 2008). Since weathering is at least partially dependent on water supply (e.g. White and Blum, 1995a), regolith formation is also likely to be enhanced on the plateau, especially during wet phases.

Quaternary climate change has led to fluctuations in the available precipitation on both the plateaus and adjacent valleys. The fluvial cut and fill terrace systems, which are common in these settings, are typically attributed to this climate variability (Bookhagen et al., 2006; Steffen et al., 2009). Using a climate-dependent regolith production algorithm (Norton et al., 2014) coupled with simple sediment transport laws (e.g. Tucker and Slingerland, 1997), we investigate the effects of climate change in the form of precipitation variation on the hillslope system and propose that hillslope regolith production and stripping may control cut and fill sequences during the Late Quaternary.

2 Setting

We focus on the Rio Pisco drainage basin, situated on the western Andean margin at c. 17° S, central Peru. This stream flows from its headwaters at ~ 4000 m a.s.l. across the Altiplano Plateau before plunging into a deeply incised canyon. This region marks a broad knickzone, which connects the mostly non-incised Miocene Altiplanlo Plateau to the flat, low-lying coastal plains (Fig. 1). The high elevation plateau is characterized by high precipitation rates and low erosion rates, while the knickzone exhibits lower precipitation rates but much faster erosion (Fig. 2). The knickzone is interpreted to maintain its slope while eroding headward due to low erosion rates at the plateau margin (Abbühl et al., 2011). Above the knickzones, the streams are still graded to the Miocene baselevel. This high elevation plateau could be the result of dynamic reorganization of river channels (Willett et al., 2014) and/or the uplift of the western Andes (e.g. Schlunegger et al., 2006, Schildgen et al., 2007). The Rio Pisco is currently at under
capacity over the length of the knickzone as evidenced by the narrow modern channel where the stream cuts into valley fill and bedrock. The upper river reaches are primarily bedrock channels, while lower reaches are alluvial. Downstream of the knickzone, the floodplain widens and the river becomes braided, attesting to an excess of sediment.

A series of cut-fill terraces and debris flow deposits fill the widening channel to within ~40 km from the coast (e.g. Steffen et al., 2009; Bekaddour et al., 2014). These valley fills consist of both fluvial conglomerates and hillslope-derived debris flow breccias, which could indicate phases of landsliding (e.g. McPhillips et al., 2014). We proceeded according to Litty et al. (2015) and measured the exposed thickness and extent of >100 terraces in the Pisco Valley (Fig. 3). These were classified as fluvial (composed of moderately-well sorted, well-rounded clast-supported cobbles) or colluvial (composed of poorly sorted, angular to sub-rounded, matrix-supported clasts) (Fig. 4). The terraces were correlated based on elevation and composition.

Steffen et al. (2009) dated the Late Quaternary terraces, which are abundant in the lower reaches downstream of the knickzone, from ~40 to 120 km downstream distance. The ages of the terrace accumulation correspond with well-known wet periods in the western Andes (e.g. Minchin, 47.8–36 ka and Tauca, 26–14.9 ka, Baker et al., 2001a, b; Fritz et al., 2004; Placzek et al., 2006). As documented by Steffen et al. (2009), regolith is shed over ca. 10–15 ky timescales from the hillslopes as debris flows during these pluvial periods. These authors suggested that increased rainfall resulted in increased erosion and thereby increased sediment supply to the river, causing a phase of deposition in the valley, starting generally with debris flows from the hillslopes. They argued that as hillslopes became depleted of sediment, the river begins to incise again while discharge remains high. While this scenario is logical, it has not been tested from a sediment transport oriented point of view. In this contribution, we present a model linking the production of sediment through weathering with a sediment transport model to explore the conditions leading to the formation of the Rio Pisco terraces.
3 Hillslope Regolith

The mechanisms and rates of weathered regolith production are commonly expressed in the context of erosion rates such that slower erosion rates are associated with thicker soil cover. The Western Andean margin of Peru provides a setting in which weathered regolith is thick on the slowly eroding plateau, but nearly absent at low elevations despite even lower erosion rates. This seeming contradiction is best explained by gradients in the governing climatic variables. White and Blum (1995b) showed that solute fluxes from a global compilation of granitic watersheds approach 0 as precipitation approaches 0. In order to best model this gradient in soil thickness, we apply the climate dependent regolith production model of Norton et al. (2014), which was based on the temperature and precipitation dependent weathering data of White and Blum (1995b). The model predicts time-transgressive or steady state soil production rates and soil thicknesses for a given mean annual temperature and mean annual precipitation, and mean erosion rate. Rapid soil production rates and thick soils are predicted for high temperatures and precipitation amounts. Erosion rates are the ultimate control on the output soil thickness and system response time.

3.1 Regolith thickness in the Rio Pisco drainage basin

We test the sensitivity of the Norton et al. (2014) model to the different input variables by allowing one variable to change while holding the other two at the plateau value (Fig. 5). Precipitation and erosion have the largest individual control on the calculated steady-state regolith thickness. The temperature effect is, however, much smaller. If regolith thicknesses were dependent on temperature alone, our model predicts a more or less uniform blanket over the entire catchment, increasing slightly towards the coast as temperatures get warmer. In contrast, regolith depth would decrease rapidly towards the coast in a solely precipitation-dependent state, approaching 0 at ~ 100 km from the headwaters. Finally, if erosion were the sole process controlling and limiting regolith thicknesses, the value of this variable would be expected to decrease in the rapidly...
eroding knickzone, but to thicken again farther downstream. We note that in all cases, a positive dependence of the maximum soil production rate \( \Phi_0 \) on erosion, as proposed by Heimsath et al. (2012), would result in thicker soil cover over a wider range of erosion rates, but should not change the overall distribution of soils from the model. The modeled regolith depths generally match the sparse measured depths from ridgetops in the Pisco Valley (e.g. Norton et al., 2014). Ridgetops were sampled for soil depth as the hillslopes throughout the escarpment tend to be stripped bare of weathered material in the modern climate. Additionally, the rugged terrain, poor access and lack of drillings precluded the collection of further data.

3.2 Hillslope sediment delivery mechanisms

Sediment supply to the river was calculated by combining the climate dependent soil production model (Norton et al., 2014) with cosmogenic nuclide-derived denudation rates (Abbühl et al., 2010, 2011; Bekaddour et al., 2014). To determine modern sediment supply, we allow the Pisco River to erode at its long-term rate as determined by cosmogenic nuclides, assuming no hillslope storage (an assumption vital to the cosmogenic nuclide methods as well; e.g. von Blanckenburg, 2006). The modern discharge is taken as the basin integrated precipitation rate, which decreases down river yielding an average discharge of 20 m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) along the coastal section. As such, we ignore the effects of evapotranspiration and infiltration, but still capture a more realistic discharge for the Pisco, which is c. 23 m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) as measured at the gauging station of Letrayoc (Bekaddour et al., 2014).

We model two potential responses to increased rainfall during pluvial periods: steady state increase in denudation rate, and transient stripping of hillslope sediment (Fig. 6). Based on cosmogenic nuclide concentrations from the Piura River in northwestern Peru, Abbühl et al. (2010) showed that, at steady state, denudation rates increase exponentially with increasing precipitation rates below the plateau edge but are independent of precipitation on the plateau. Our first model assumes this relationship to hold in time as well as space. We therefore hold the denudation rate constant on the plateau.
throughout time, but vary the denudation rate below the plateau edge as $D_2 = D_1 \cdot \exp^{cP}$ (where $D_2$ and $D_1$ are the predicted and initial denudation rate (mm yr$^{-1}$), respectively, $P$ is the mean annual precipitation (mm) and $c = 0.0041$ is empirically derived for the Western Andes; Abbühl et al., 2010) up to the limit of soil thickness (i.e. the maximum allowable erosion rate is the soil production rate). This steady state model predicts a small but continuous increase in sediment load over the duration of the pluvial period (e.g. Figs. 6 and 7a).

The transient model is based on the widespread presence of debris flow deposits in the terraces and the rapid accumulation rates suggested by OSL dating (Steffen et al., 2009). These observations suggest that sediment is rapidly eroded from the hillslopes during pluvial periods, resulting in a sediment pulse into the basin. To model this transient sediment delivery, we assume complete hillslope stripping downstream of the knickzone (where slopes are steep) upon initiation of the pluvial period followed by negligible erosion after the hillslopes become bare of sediment (e.g. Figs. 6 and 7b).

We compare the longitudinal sediment transport capacity/sediment load ratios to the existing terrace distribution in the Pisco valley.

4 Fluvial transport

The eroded material delivered to the channels will either be deposited or transported, depending on the transport capacity of the stream. Channel flow and potential incision in these streams are typically expressed in terms of shear stress and sediment transport equations, and flow is driven by temporally variable (but spatially invariable) precipitation.

We begin by coupling the weathering-dependent model with an algorithm that describes sediment transport in channels and apply it to the long profile of the Rio Pisco. Sediment transport capacity $T_c$ is calculated using the Bagnold equation (e.g. Tucker 20721
and Slingerland, 1994, 1997):

\[ T_c = \frac{BW}{(\rho_s - \rho_w)\rho^{\frac{1}{2}}g} \left( \tau - \tau_c \right) \left( \tau_c^{\frac{1}{2}} - \tau_c^{\frac{3}{2}} \right) \]  

(1)

where \( B \) is a constant equal to 10 (e.g. Hancock and Anderson, 2002), \( W \) is channel width, \( \rho_s \) and \( \rho_w \) are the densities of sediment and water, respectively, \( g \) is gravity, \( \tau \) is the applied bed shear stress, and \( \tau_c \) is the critical shear stress for the entrainment of the \( D_{50} \), which is the 50th percentile grain size. Note that here we calculate sediment transport capacity, and the actual sediment discharge is dependent on the sediment yield of the basin. We scale channel width to discharge using the empirical downstream hydraulic geometry relationship (e.g. Yalin, 1992) fit to the Rio Pisco:

\[ W = aQ_w^b \]  

(2)

where \( a \) is a constant and \( b \) is usually assumed to be 0.5 (e.g. Tucker and Slingerland, 1997).

Shear stress is calculated as:

\[ \tau = \rho_w g \left( \frac{Q_w}{W} \right)^{\frac{3}{5}} \left( \frac{n}{\sqrt{S}} \right)^{\frac{7}{10}} \]  

(3)

(after Hancock and Anderson, 2002) where \( Q_w \) is the water discharge, \( n \) is Manning’s \( n \), and \( S \) is the channel gradient. Critical shear stress is calculated as

\[ \tau_c = 0.047(\rho_s - \rho_w)gD_{50} \]  

(4)

(e.g. Leopold et al., 1964) where \( D_{50} \) is the 50th percentile grain size, here taken to be the mean grain size measured in the Pisco Valley terraces, 0.02 m (Litty et al., 2015). We applied a Shield’s parameter of 0.047, which is consistent with the suggestions proposed by Meyer-Müller (1948) and Heller and Paola (1992) for these streams.
The cumulative sediment supply is calculated as the sum of the upstream hillslope erosional fluxes contributing to point $n$ along the channel:

$$Q_s = \sum_{i=1}^{n} D_i A_i$$

(5)

and water discharge is likewise calculated as the sum of the upstream area and precipitation amount,

$$Q_w = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c P_i A_i$$

(6)

where $A_i$ is the lateral contributing hillslope area ($m^2$) to point $i$ in the channel, $P_i$ is precipitation ($mm yr^{-1}$) and $D_i$ is erosion ($mm ky^{-1}$) from this area, and $c$ is a runoff coefficient. The runoff coefficient accounts for losses due to evapotranspiration and infiltration. Because of a lack of data we assume in this study that $c = 1$, however, it is likely that the coefficient is smaller as evapotranspiration (e.g., Blöschl et al., 2013) and infiltration in the lower reaches of the Rio Pisco lead to lower discharge downstream. In this case, $T_c$ will decrease more rapidly downstream.

### 4.1 Coupled hillslope-river model

We apply the 1-D coupled sediment transport – weathering dependent soil model to the Rio Pisco using 1 km node spacing (Fig. 7). All dependent variables are free to change at each node (e.g. spatially variable denudation rates, precipitation rate, and temperature). We take precipitation rates from the Global Historical Climatology Network compilation of Agteca (2010), which are based on 493 individual rain gauges measured over 10 to 85 years (mean 20 years) within Peru. Temperature is determined for each node assuming an atmospheric lapse rate of $6^\circ C km^{-1}$, and the mean annual temperature of $12.8^\circ C$ of Cusco, Peru at 3204 m elevation a.s.l. For the Rio Pisco
model inputs (Fig. 2), we use the long-profile trend of precipitation based on an interpolation of the 17 rain gauges that are within 25 km of the catchment.

Denudation rates for the Rio Pisco have been measured by Abbühl et al. (2011) and complemented by Bekaddour et al. (2014). We use a tensioned spline (weight 0.1) to interpolate denudation rate values for each point along the river profile. Denudation rates reach a maximum of \( \sim 250 \text{ mm ky}^{-1} \) in the knickzone and are much lower on both the plateau and near the coast at \( \sim 11 \text{ mm ky}^{-1} \). We exclude one sample (Pis 11) from the dataset of Abbühl et al. (2011) as it is most likely heavily influenced by recycling of shielded sand from the \( \sim 50 \text{ ky} \) conglomerate terraces and therefore does not represent the basin-wide denudation rate at this point. These long-profile values are used as inputs to calculate soil depths along the Pisco Valley and to determine sediment delivery to the channel.

### 4.2 Sediment load and transport

Calculated modern sediment transport capacity and sediment flux (determined from \(^{10}\text{Be} \) derived denudation rates, Abbühl et al., 2011) show that the transition from supply limit to transport limit coincides with the upstream appearance of terraces (Fig. 7a and b). Note that supply and transport limits refer in this case to excess transport capacity and sediment load, respectively. We also acknowledge that the terrace sediments represent primarily the bedload flux while the cosmogenic nuclide-derived sediment flux is total load. As such, our estimated sediment loads are likely a maximum. Even if with this caveat, the stream is supply limited in the upper bedrock-floored sections, and transport limited further down where cut-fill terraces are abundant, and the modern river flows over a wide floodplain made up of gravelly sediments. In the case that the Rio Pisco basin maintains steady-state (e.g. the response time of the weathering system is faster than the rate of climate change), the main response to a doubling of precipitation rates (using Eq. 6 for water flux, and Eq. 5 for the erosional flux) from modern is for the stream to aggrade over a relatively short \( \sim 20 \text{ km} \) long section below the knickzone (Fig. 7a). During drier climates, the sediment transport capacity in this
zone exceeds the loads as denudation rates are low. According to this simulation of wet and dry steady-states, extensive cut-and-fill terraces should only be common in a narrow band near the knickzone (Fig. 7a). Farther downstream, sediment flux exceeds sediment transport capacity both during wet and dry phases and the stream primarily aggrades.

A transient stripping scenario is suggested by the results of Steffen et al. (2009). According to Fig. 3 in their paper, the transition towards a more humid climate resulted in an episodic phase of erosion, where regolith was rapidly stripped from hillslopes below the plateau over \( \sim 10^{-15} \) ky, supplying large volumes of sediment to the trunk stream. These phases of fluvial aggradation are followed by waves of incision travelling back up valley. This suggests that an episodic phase of rapid hillslope striping occurs, resulting in a large sediment pulse to the rivers, followed by a rapid drop of hillslope-derived sediment as the hillslope reservoirs are emptied. We model this transient response towards a more humid climate as a two-step process. Upon initiation of the wet period, all weathered regolith (calculated from the model) below the plateau is stripped from the hillslopes and supplied to the stream. In the second step, the bare hillslopes are unable to contribute new sediment to the stream. This is exacerbated by potentially faster erosion rates during the wet phases that inhibit the formation of a significant regolith cover. In this scenario, sediment supply to the stream during this step is controlled solely by inputs from the plateau, with little to no sediment being supplied from below the plateau. This pulsed-transient case necessitates that sufficient time has elapsed between wet periods for the weathered regolith to build up to the steady state values (Bekaddour et al., 2014). This is the case for the \( \sim 10^4 \) yr climate intervals in western Peru (e.g. Norton et al., 2014). The result of this simulation is that sediment accumulates over the entire downstream reach of the stream as regolith is rapidly stripped from the hillslopes. Once this material is exhausted, however, the bedrock-alluvial transition moves approximately 100 km upstream, incising the valley fill (Fig. 7). This scenario is more consistent with the observed occurrence of terraces in the Rio Pisco (Fig. 3). This scenario is also supported by \(^{10}\)Be-derived paleodenudation rates (Fig. 6; Bekad-
dour et al., 2014). The first sediments deposited during each wet phase are debris flow breccias with high $^{10}\text{Be}$ concentrations (lower palaeodenudation rates), indicative of long residence time on the hillslopes. The subsequent fluvial gravels are derived from sediment with shorter residence times (higher palaeodenudation rates). The continued contribution of fluvial sediment with high palaeodenudation rates suggests that reality most likely lies between the steady-state and pulsed-transient cases. However, these end-member scenarios can be informative for understanding terrace formation in escarpment environments.

5 Discussion and conclusion

Fluvial aggradation in the Rio Pisco has been associated with wet periods (Steffen et al., 2009). This has important consequences for regolith production on the Western Escarpment. On the plateau, where precipitation rates are $\sim 1000\text{ mm yr}^{-1}$ and denudation rates $\sim 10\text{ mm ky}^{-1}$, the response time of soils is $> 100$ ky (Norton et al., 2014). In the knickzone, precipitation is $\sim 100–400\text{ mm yr}^{-1}$ and denudation rates are $100–250\text{ mm ky}^{-1}$. This results in soil response times of $\sim < 10$ ky. More importantly, the knickzone reach lies in a special climatic and denudational setting in which small decreases in precipitation or increases in denudation can push the system into a state where regolith production rates are unable to keep up with denudation. Once conditions become amenable to regolith formation again, cover can reform on millennial timescales on the hillslopes due to the rapid response times (Norton et al., 2014).

When applied to the modern Rio Pisco the model suggests transient behavior. On the long term, knickzone migration is eroding into the plateau as the river adjusts to a lower baselevel. On the short term, hillslopes are quickly stripped of sediment, decoupling hillslope regolith from the incising channel. Key to both of these processes is that the timescale of hillslope stripping (as implied by the occurrence of debris flows) is less than the timescale of regolith production. For instance, an increase in precipitation rates can lead to a temporary increase in denudation rates (Tucker and Slinger-
land, 1997) until the hillslopes are stripped of sediment, exposing bedrock (Carson and Kirkby, 1972). The regolith is then regenerated during intermediate climates. An additional complication, recently suggested by Heimsath et al. (2012), is that the maximum regolith production rate may also be dependent on erosion rates such that faster erosion rates yield faster production rates. While we have not built this relationship into this study; we note that such a relationship would lead to enhanced regolith thickness in the knickzones and have no effect on the slowly eroding plateau or coastal plains.

The model clearly shows that regolith production on hillslopes has a large impact on sediment-flux in the river. The sequences of cut-fill terraces observed in the Rio Pisco are more consistent with transient hillslope stripping during wet phases, followed by incision once the hillslopes are bare of regolith. This can have significant consequences for the evolution of bedrock streams in particular, where incision rates are at least partially dependent on sediment flux (Whipple and Tucker, 2002).

The occurrence of cut-fill terraces in the Rio Pisco is best explained by a pulsed-transient response in which increased precipitation rates strip hillslopes of weathered material. The hillslopes remain bare until climate again becomes amenable to the preservation of weathered regolith. Such a scenario could be important in other escarpment settings.
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Figure 1. Setting and geomorphology of the Pisco River.
**Figure 2.** Geomorphic and climatic input parameters along the Pisco River including: (a) river longitudinal profile, (b) temperature, (c) annual precipitation, and (d) erosion rate.
Figure 3. Locations of terraces along the Pisco River. The majority of terraces are concentrated in the zone from ~50 to 120 km downstream.
Figure 4. Rapid soil stripping in the Pisco valley is evidenced by abundant debris flow deposits (top, a mixed with coarse, poorly sorted fluvial deposits b, note person for scale).
Figure 5. Sensitivity of the Norton et al. (2014) soil production model to each input parameter for the longitudinal profile of the Rio Pisco.
Figure 6. Conceptual model of two modes of hillslope response to increased precipitation in semi-arid environments. In the steady state case (a, b), increased precipitation results in increased hillslope erosion rates on steep hillslopes which are balanced by increased soil production (e.g. Norton et al., 2014). In the transient case (a, c, d), increased precipitation results in rapid stripping of hillslope sediment as debriflows and shallow landslides (c), followed by negligible erosion on steep hillslopes once the soil mantle is eroded (d).
Figure 7. Model of hillslope erosion through (a) steady state erosion and (b) transient hillslope stripping. In the steady state case, the sediment load, $Q_s$, is proportional to the aerially summed upstream denudation rate, $D$, even if there is a thick regolith mantle, $h$. The result is a minimal shift in the bedrock/alluvial transition (the point at which sediment load exceeds sediment transport capacity; Tucker and Slingerland, 1997) between wet and dry phases (a). In the transient case, the entire modelled soil mantle (after Norton et al., 2014) is stripped during a wet phase such that the sediment load, $Q_s$, is proportional to the aerially summed upstream regolith mantle, $H$, followed by a lack of sediment during the starved phase. The modelled result is a significant downstream shift in the bedrock/alluvial transition (b), which roughly corresponds to the observed occurrence of terraces in the Pisco valley.
Figure 8. Accelerated erosion following initial deposition of debris flow material supports the idea of rapid stripping of a stable regolith mantle. The initial high concentrations (low paleo-denudation rates) for the debris flow deposits could represent long residence time on hillslopes while the low concentrations (high paleo-denudation rates) for the fluvial material could be the result of rapid removal of the regolith cover (data after Abbühl et al., 2011 and Bekkadour et al., 2014).